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Abstract. We present a novel power management service in QoS-brokerage ar-
chitecture that relies on multi-level middleware services to act as brokers in de-
livering multimedia content in distributed real-time systems under performance 
and power constraints. To minimize power consumption, the power manage-
ment service provides for minimal interaction among the system components as 
well as provides dynamic control of speed scaling (such as voltage, frequency) 
and component shutdown. These power control “knobs” enable the service to 
match instantaneous application needs against available energy resources. The 
power management service is implemented using the Comp|OSE middleware 
framework using a power-aware API that allows the applications programmer 
to ensure a continuous dialogue between the distributed embedded systems and 
changing application needs. In this paper, we focus on the interfaces to the 
power management service that ensure semantically correct composability of 
power management actions in a distributed systems and its use in applications 
programming. We present example of a multimedia streaming server to hand-
held devices that demonstrates the use of automatic speed scaling knobs in 
minimizing energy consumption.  

1. Introduction 

Power management is important for a range of embedded applications from port-
able terminals to ad hoc sensor networks. The focus of much of the work in this area, 
so far has been on minimization of energy at the node level [[FengSechrest96], 
ChandraVahdat02]. For distributed embedded systems, the problem is much more 
complex because of the dynamic tradeoffs involved at several levels of abstraction 
between local processing and communication/coordination [Yuan et al 2003]. The 
correct way to think about it is to treat as a multi-level ‘service’ in a distributed em-
bedded system [Cornea et al 03]. In this paper, we describe a software system archi-
tecture that enables the system architect to compose distributed power/performance 
related decision making and to ensure compliance with functionality and system en-
ergy constraints based on the runtime conditions. This is done by means of “brokers.” 
These brokers are built in a model-based system specification that allows reasoning 
about the functional and non-functional properties of the system from the properties 
of the constituent components and the composition mechanism used; and to use a 

 



middleware infrastructure that lends itself to platform specific optimization for per-
formance and size. Specifically, we focus on adaptive and reflective middleware ser-
vices to meet the application requirements and to dynamically smooth the imbalances 
between demands and changing environments.  

Fig. 1 illustrates the fundamental levels of adaptation and reflection 
supported by middleware services: (a) changes in the middleware, op-
erating systems, and networks beneath the applications to continue to 
meet the required service levels despite changes in resource availabil-
ity, such as changes in network bandwidth or power levels, and (b) 
changes at the application level to either react to currently available 
levels of service or request new ones under changed circumstances, 
such as changing the transfer rate or resolution of information over a 
congested network. In both instances, the middleware must determine 
if it needs to (or can) reallocate resources or change strategies to 
achieve the desired QoS. Embedded applications must be built in such 
a way that they can change their QoS demands as the conditions under 
which they operate change.  Mechanisms for reconfiguration need to 
be put into place to implement new levels of QoS as required, mindful 
of both the individual and the aggregate points of view, and the con-
flicts that they may represent.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Middleware Services and QoS Brokerage. 

2. ServiceFORGE: A Software Architecture for Quality-Aware 
Services 

We approach the application development in ServiceFORGE as not only specification 
of the desired functionality but also specification and management of a contract with 

 



the underlying mobile software system on timing performance and energy needs. The 
underlying software is aware of the finite energy/power resources and makes use of 
its own contract and brokering services to adapt its functional needs to match low-
level computing, communication and networking capabilities. Our strategy is based 
on building an application development framework that allows radically enhanced 
configurability and adaptability in pretty much all aspects of software and networking 
processes. These include reconfiguration algorithms that exploit adaptability in the 
various tasks that constitute the wireless protocols and management of application-
level tasks to ensure efficient use of the dynamically changing battery resource as 
well as performance and energy requirements of the executing tasks. Our approach 
consists of two parts: power aware operating and runtime system services, and their 
interface to middleware services that ensure efficient brokerage of the application 
needs and system resource constraints.  

Power Aware Operating and Runtime System Services 
For effective system-level power management, it is important that an application is 

able to monitor and control both electrical knobs (such as voltage and scheduling), as 
well as exercise control on the task scheduling and shutdown states of different parts 
of the client device (node). The operating system is an important place for making 
power management decisions since it has the knowledge about timing, usage and traf-
fic patterns of applications. We modify traditional OS services to make them power-
aware vis-à-vis their execution so that energy is used in an efficient fashion. At the 
system-level, power management consists of three parts: (a) system components as 
resources that provide service such a computation or I/O and consume power, (b) 
application functionality as tasks that utilize the resources, and (c) system timing per-
formance and result quality requirements as service contracts. Each resource may 
have one or more operating modes (e.g. a CPU core may be in run or shutdown mode, 
and a radio subsystem may be in transmit or receive or idle mode). The transitions 
between operating modes of a resource are dictated by the availability of tasks need-
ing that resource, and the functional requirements of those tasks (e.g. a packet sender 
task would put the radio in the transmit mode). Further, a resource in each of these 
modes can be put in one of multiple operating points in a mode-specific power-speed 
subspace (and more generally power-speed-quality subspace) via “control knobs” that 
could be relatively universal or perhaps resource-specific. An example of a relatively 
universal control knob is the processor supply voltage. Supply voltage change, with a 
coordinated change in the clock frequency, leads to multiple power-vs.-speed points. 
The transitions between the power-speed-quality operating points will be dictated by 
the system timing performance and result quality requirements [Choi02]. At any 
given instant the system may be viewed to be in a specific power state corresponding 
to a specific permutation of the operation mode and power-speed-quality operating 
point for each resource. The key to system-level power/performance optimization is a 
power management control strategy consisting of task and resource specific algo-
rithms to decide the power state evolution of the system. We describe our approach to 
control node-specific power/performance constraints in the next section, followed by 
a description of their integration with the middleware brokerage services using the 
example of a streaming video server. 

 



3. Power Aware Nodal Services in ServiceFORGE 

As mentioned earlier, the chief goal of power awareness at the node level is to enable 
a continuous dialogue between the application, the OS, and the underlying 
hardware. This dialogue establishes the   functionality and performance expectations 
(or even contracts, as in real-time sense) within the available energy constraints.  We 
describe here our implementation of a Power Aware Software Architecture (PASA).  
PASA is composed of two software layers and the RTOS kernel.  One layer interfaces 
applications with operating system and the other layer makes power related hardware 
“knobs” available to the operating system. 
Both layers are connected by means of corre-
sponding power aware operating system ser-
vices as shown in Fig. 2. At the topmost 
level, embedded applications call  the API 
level interface functions to make use of a 
range of services that ultimately makes  the  
application  energy  efficient  in  the  context  
of  its   specific functionality.  The API level 
is separated into two sub-layers.  PA-API 
layer provides all the functions available to 
the applications, while the other layer pro-
vides access to operating system services and 
power aware modified operating system ser-
vices (PA OS Services).  Active entities that 
are not implemented within the RTOS kernel 
should also be implemented at this level 
(threads created with the sole purpose of as-
sisting the power management of an operating 
system service, such as a thread responsible 
for killing threads whose deadlines were 
missed). We call this layer the power aware 
operating system layer (PA-OSL). 
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Fig. 2. Nodal Services and API for Power
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whose deadlines were missed are no longer useful).  The alarm handler notifies the 
killer thread, which in turn kills the thread   and re-creates it. The overhead of having 
an extra thread is minimal since the killer thread is constantly blocked unless a re-
quest to kill another thread is received. When it happens, the killer thread wakes up 
and finishes the execution of the proper thread. At the PA-HAL layer functions to 
manipulate processor frequency and voltage levels and low power states are present. 
These are called by the RTOS scheduler when slowing down the processor or shutting 
it down.  For processor frequency and voltage scaling, different platforms have differ-
ent precautions that have to be taken care of before doing the scaling.  These precau-
tions might have to be done before the scaling, after it or both before and after. For 
these the functions pahal_pre_set_frequency_and_voltage and pa-
hal_post_set_frequency_and_voltage are provided and must be implemented by the 
OS programmer according to the platform.  And finally functions to poll the status of 
battery based platforms are also important in order to enhance their lifetime. 

Layer Function name 

PA-API paapi_dvs_create_thread_type(),  paapi_dvs_create_thread_instance() 
paapi_dvs_app_started(),  paapi_dvs_get_time_prediction() 
paapi_dvs_set_time_prediction(),paapi_dvs_app_done(), 
paapi_dvs_set_adaptive_param(),paapi_dvs_set_policy(), 
paapi_dpm_register_device() 

PA-OSL paosl_dvs_create_task_type_entry(),paosl_dvs_create_task_instance_entry(),   
paosl_dvs_killer_thread(),paosl_dvs_killer_thread_alarm_handler(),    
paosl_dpm_register_device(),  paosl_dpm_deamon() 

PA-HAL pahal_dvs_initialize_processor_pm(),  pahal_dvs_get_frequency_levels_info() 
pahal_dvs_get_current_frequency(),  pahal_dvs_set_frequency_and_voltage() 
pahal_dvs_pre_set_frequency_and_voltage(), 
pahal_dvs_post_set_frequency_and_voltage() 
pahal_dvs_get_lowpower_states_info(),  pahal_dvs_set_lowpower_state() 
pahal_dpm_device_check_activity(),  pahal_dpm_device_pre_switch_state() 
pahal_dpm_device_switch_state(),  pahal_dpm_device_post_switch_state() 
pahal_dpm_device_get_info(),  pahal_dpm_device_get_curr_state() 
pahal_battery_get_info() 

The piece of code that follows shows an example on how the PA-API functions are 
used in a MPEG decoder source code when creating threads using PA-API functions. 
A thread is created specifying that the deadline and period are 100 and the worst case 
execution time is 30 (assuming it was profiled and therefore known ahead of time. 
The thread is instantiated and access to the power-aware functionality contracts is 
enabled and   terminated by the functions paapi_app_started()  and  paapi_app_done()  
respectively.   These functions delimit the work done by the threads which is encapsu-
lated in one single function in this example. 
void main() { 
  mpeg_decoding_t = 
    paapi_create_thread_type(100,30,100); 
  paapi_create_thread_instance(mpeg_decoding_t, 
mpeg_decode_thread); } 
 

 



void mpeg_decode_thread() { 
  for (;;) { 
    paapi_app_started(); 
    /* original code */ 
    mpeg_frame_decode() 
    paapi_app_done();   }} 

This provides a generic dynamic power management (DPM) API sufficient to sup-
port different devices and DPM policies by using a common set of functions. The API 
also provides a common framework for implementing new (DPM) policies. For DPM 
purposes, each device is registered with the power manager and with each device we 
attach enough information to execute whichever policy the device was registered to 
be managed with. Often device DPM techniques switch devices to low-power modes 
or states based on how long the device has been idle. For instance, threshold values 
are defined for each device so that the longer the device is idle, the deeper the sleep 
mode it is switched to. A common set of functions and data structures have to be de-
fined in order to manage such devices. These furnish the implementation of the DPM 
techniques and provide the guidelines for implementing new ones. Some of the func-
tions defied for this purpose are listed in the previous table and are shortly described 
below: 

• dpm_device_check_activity() - This function finds out whether the 
device was activated or has been idle since the last time it was queried. To do 
that, a device activity structure has to be kept and has to be compared against 
a new activity information every time the device is queried (on the embedded 
Linux platform, for instance, this information comes from the /proc virtual 
file system interface. For other operating systems without such interface this 
information has to be kept by the API in form of tables in order to track the 
device activity). If the amount of activity is the same it means that nothing 
has happened since the last time it was checked. Otherwise some activity has 
happened and the stored information is updated. This function makes sense 
only if the policy used is based on the activity information (kept in a device 
status table). 

• dpm_device_switch_state() - This function will switch the state of 
the device from origin state to destination state. 

• dpm_device_get_info() - It gets information about the device. 
• dpm_device_get_state() - It tells in which state the device is in cur-

rently. 
• dpm_device_register() - It registers the device along with the appro-

priate functions and power management policy to handle it. This information 
is kept in the device info table. 

Structures containing the possible states each device can be at, as well as which 
policies, are attached to each device and the information needed to implement such 
policies are defined and kept within the kernel. The kernel DPM entity consists of 
tasks associated with each device and implementing a specific policy for managing 
the device. If all devices use the same policy then multiple instances of this policy are 
created and they manage each device individually. 

 



The piece of code below shows a threshold based dynamic power management 
scheme. For each device state there is an associated threshold which defines when to 
switch to that state as described in the lower envelope algorithm. 
void threshold_policy_deamon(device_info_t dev){  
  unsigned idleness; 
  for (;;) { 
    /* check for how long the device has been idle */ 
    idleness = dev->check_activity(dev); 
    /* if idle for longer than the threshold 
       switch to   next state */ 
    if ( idleness > dev->check_state()->threshold ) { 
      dev->check_state()->switch_state(dev,  
         dev->check_state, dev->check_state()->next); } 
    /* sleep until next period for checking idleness */ 
    sleep(dev->policy_info->th_policy->period); }} 

When mixing DPM and DVS algorithms in the same platform there is a tradeoff on 
whether to slowdown as much as possible or to execute some tasks faster than the 
minimum possible frequency and rearrange the idle times in order to get better 
changes to shutdown some of the system components. In [IraniShuklaGupta03], we 
have devised an algorithm to optimize this tradeoff on a system. The algorithm, 
named as Procrastinator, adjusts (or procrastinates) start times and deadlines of some 
of the tasks in order to create longer idle times and obtain more chances to wisely 
bring the device to a low power mode. The PASA architecture and its API make it 
possible to utilize the combined DVS and DPM opportunities and improve their effec-
tiveness with additional information available from the application itself.  

4. Middleware Power/Performance Brokerage Service in 
ServiceFORGE 

Node level dynamic power management described in the previous section is only a 
first step in achieving an application-level control of the system power/performance 
tradeoffs. We approach the distributed power/performance optimization problem as 
one of middleware services that interact with the node level services to make the right 
tradeoffs in the context of application behavior and its needs [Mohapatra et al 03]. 

To explain this, let us use the example of a multimedia streaming from a server to a 
set of mobile handheld devices. The system architecture shown in Fig. 3 below con-
sists of a multimedia server, a proxy server (that adapts the video stream to client ca-
pabilities), a wireless access point and the clients (low-power wireless devices). The 
multimedia server streams videos to clients on request from users. All communication 
between the servers and clients are routed through the proxy server, which can 
transcode the video stream in real time. 
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ig. 3.  Streaming Multimedia Example 

Middleware level components (services) execute on both the handheld device and 
e proxy, performing two important functions: On the device, it sends residual en-
gy availability information the proxy and relates video stream parameters and net-
ork control information to lower abstraction layers. This information is conveyed 
ing the PASA API for the HAL/OSL layers. On the proxy, it performs a feedback 
sed power aware admission control and real time transcoding of the video stream 
sed on the feedback from the device. It also controls the video transmission over the 
twork based on the load on the network and video stream quality level. To illustrate 
e application control of the client power and fairness of the service to multiple cli-
ts, we use quality level of the video (specified as PSNR).  
Fig. 4 shows the overall ServiceFORGE architecture. To implement the desired 

vel of power/performance control, we assume that the following levels of abstrac-
on apply to both the proxy and the clients: architecture, operating system, middle-
are, application. Each of these levels has components/services interacting with cor-
sponding services on the same level or with components at a different level of ab-
raction. The architecture level includes most of hardware components: CPU with 
emory, display, network card, etc. OS level provides the scheduler, DVS control, 
wer-aware APIs and other OS level services. The middleware level provides a se-

es of services, like network management, transcoding, admission control, mobility 
formation, etc. The video application runs at the application level, with the other 
sks running on the device. 

 
ig. 4.  Architecture of ServiceFORGE 

 

 



Components and services at different level of abstraction interact together with a 
final goal of improving the overall system performance, including power, deadlines 
and quality of service. There are various control knobs available at the device: CPU 
voltage and frequency scaling, memory system configuration, network card access 
pattern. The video stream can be controlled through its encoding parameters: frame 
rate, bitrate, and frame rate. Each of these parameters are controlled by the middle-
ware services and adapted as required by the runtime conditions in the system. For 
example, if the residual energy available at a mobile device drops, the control de-
creases the quality of the video stream by lowering its frame rate or one of the other 
parameters (frame size, bitrate). Similarly, when a new user joins the system, re-
sources need to be freed in order to accommodate the new node in the network (allo-
cate network bandwidth, transcoder CPU time, etc.). 

The middleware services also control network transmission. To save power, video 
stream data is grouped into short burst transmissions and sent periodically over the 
network. This allows the network card at the device to go into longer periods of low-
power sleep mode [Shenoy03].  

Each component in the abstraction hierarchy provides services to the other compo-
nents on the same node or on other nodes in the network. During runtime, there is a 
continuous exchange of information and control between nodes to ensure that the 
constraints imposed on the system are met and quality of service is preserved for all 
the clients. If for some reasons these conditions cannot be satisfied the admission con-
trol component may decide to renegotiate video quality levels with all users in the 
system.  

Experiments Using Video Server Example 

We performed several experiments to evaluate power savings and performance im-
provements at different levels of abstraction as well as globally for the entire system. 
At the architecture level, we selected cache parameters as optimizing knobs and pro-
filed video clips for a large space of cache configuration points. Fig. 5 shows results 
from configuring the data cache to meet the requirements of particular video streams. 
These changes alone can yield 10-15% in power savings. Combining frequency and 
voltage scaling with cache reconfiguration increase the opportunities for power sav-
ings, as the processor can be run at a lower voltage and frequency when decoding less 
complex frames. This combined approached yields up to 60% in energy savings as 
compared with the initial architecture. 
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5. Summary and Conclusions 

Ensuring best system performance in presence of very real resource constraints in 
distributed embedded systems is a difficult problem. Solving this problem requires 
analysis of available system resources, application needs in presence of dynamically 
changing operating conditions. Instead of seeking optimization techniques, our ap-
proach is to enable application participation with the runtime systems in setting the 
appropriate resource utilization policies. Towards that end, we have built Service-
FORGE to provide two basic capabilities: capability for the middleware to carry out a 
dialogue with the application in determining its needs and conveying these through a 
structured interface to individual nodes; and the capability for the individual nodes to 
change performance/power usage knobs based on the middleware directives. Early 
experiments suggest that this architecture can be useful in achieving better quality of 
results for the same power budgets in the case of streaming video. Additional experi-
mentation across various application domains is necessary to understand how applica-
tion programming can be structured to take advantage of the new services in the sys-
tem software. 
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